THE LONDON ANNUAL MEETING

A select and enthusiastic group of about 170 of our members gathered at the University of Western Ontario in London for our annual meeting held between June 3rd and 7th. The University campus is a very beautiful area and formed an ideal setting for the meeting. Our thanks are due to our hard working local committee, through whose good offices we were provided with excellent facilities and accommodation, which contributed in no small measure to the success of the meeting. The theme of the main symposium was Man’s Impact on the Canadian Flora. The various speakers traced this from pre-historic times to the present, whilst a panel discussion which followed considered some of the present and future problems which beset us in our efforts to preserve our environment and its component organisms against the onslaught of modern man. Efforts are being made to publish the symposium and discussion, and a further announcement on this will probably appear in a forthcoming issue of The Bulletin. The fresh water biologists also held a symposium dealing with their own particular work and problems, whilst an additional session was devoted to the Royal Botanic Gardens at Hamilton and to the Canadian Centre for Inland Waters at Burlington. An excellent banquet in the Great Hall of the University rounded off the proceedings, which were the occasion for the President’s address by Dr. Taylor A. Steeves and the presentation of Lawson medals, reports on which follow in the current Bulletin.

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS—ANNUAL BANQUET


Au début de mon discours ce soir, je veux dire un grand merci à tous les membres de l’Association Botanique du Canada, ceux qui sont absents aussi bien que ceux qui sont présents, pour m’avoir élu votre président cette année. Quand je me rappelle l’importance de notre Association en Canada, et surtout quand je regarde la liste de mes prédécesseurs à ce poste, je suis conscient de l’honneur que vous m’aviez octroyé, et j’en suis très reconnaissant. Merci beaucoup!

It has been, on the whole I believe, a good year; and this has been very largely if not entirely due to the dedication of a fine executive committee and especially to the Secretary, the Treasurer and the Editor of the Bulletin. Add to this the efficient and imaginative Local Committee here at London, and you will understand why I consider myself fortunate to have been allowed to “preside” (whatever that may mean) over this smoothly running organization. I have directed my talents largely to the task of keeping out of the way and when you live in the middle of Saskatchewan that doesn’t take much talent. If you are labouring under the mistaken idea that in our Association great executive power is concentrated in the hands of the President, let me disabuse of that notion once and for all. If that were the case I would not be giving a presidential address tonight. That was a decision of the Executive Committee, and although there was one contrary vote, the Secretary wouldn’t record it.

Faced then, as I was, with circumstances entirely beyond my control, I tried to decide what I could say tonight that would be either interesting or inspiring or both, to this distinguished audience. Since that approach quickly landed me in black despair, I frantically began to grasp for anything which could get me by. My thoughts drifted back to our meeting at Ottawa U., I believe in 1967, when Dr. Ernest Rouleau treated us to his reminiscences of plant collecting in Newfoundland and the customs and sayings of the people he met. I recalled that when we went to Saskatchewan in 1959, jaded from the rat race of an eastern American metropolis, my wife and I had been deeply touched and often greatly amused by the idiosyncrasies of prairie people, and I thought that I had my answer. However, when I started to collect these amusing little peculiarities, I discovered that I have been in Saskatchewan so long that they aren’t funny any more. In fact I now find the rest of the world rather laughable, and I am sure that you wouldn’t be amused to hear about that.

It next occurred to me that I might try to make a stirring proclamation about the importance of plants to mankind and our solemn obligation as Canadian botanists to strive in every way to protect and preserve our floristic riches for future generations to enjoy. However, after a full day devoted to man’s impact on the Canadian flora by experts on the subject, anything I could say would certainly be anticlimactic if not rather naive or even inaccurate.

Why not, I thought, sing the praises of Canadian botany, perhaps singling out some of the great moments in our past as well as our current bright spots and pay homage to some of our botanical heroes. But I knew that I would have just finished presenting Lawson Medals to two first magnitude
stars in our botanical galaxy; and that alone ought to be enough for one evening to call attention to our grand botanical tradition and to our present strength.

With mounting desperation, I resolved to speak with enthusiasm about my own particular branch of plant science, plant morphology and development, pointing out the great advances which have been made and emphasizing the many unsolved problems before us and the important developments which may be anticipated in the next few years. This kind of propaganda, I thought, might foster the growth of this field in Canada, or at least might turn up some jobs for unemployed graduate students.

Fortunately, however, my better judgement prevailed in time; and I realized that, coming at the end of an abundant report lavished by ample libations, there was nothing more likely to be less beneficial to the development of plant morphology in Canada than a technical lecture to a captive audience.

In the end (by that I mean a very few days ago) I was forced to take the easy way out (for me that is, not necessarily for you) and to present some observations and a few of my reflections on the botanical scene in Canada today, particularly as they relate to the role of C.B.A. These will be very personal observations and may encounter considerable hostility, but since I am not a candidate for re-election, I do have the advantage of considering freedom in that other capacity.

There is also one very great advantage to you in my decision to give you my own reflections. Since I am not by nature a reflective person, this will be very brief.

In the early 1960's things were happening fast on the botanical front in Canada as in all of the sciences. Universities were expanding with breathtaking rapidity, research institutes were growing, new botanists were appearing on all sides. In this climate of excitement enthusiasm (and I might add free spending) the need was felt to get the botanists of Canada organized so that they might have some means of getting to know one another and, collectively, of exerting an influence upon what seemed like an unlimited future of expansion and development. It was clearly not enough that some botanists already belonged to societies with specialized interests in Canada and certainly not helpful that many were members of professional societies in other countries. We needed our own organization, and the Royal Society of Canada took the lead in instigating discussions to this end. Dr. Ludwig, who became our first president, travelled coast to coast preaching the gospel of a "Botanical Fraternity"; and after two organizational sessions, the Canadian Botanical Association was officially launched at its first annual meeting at Carleton University in May, 1965.

The idea caught on quickly, suggesting that the need had indeed been a real one. Membership grew, sections representing special interests within the botanical field were organized; and our own distinctive style of annual meeting, in which field trips played an important role, soon emerged. C.B.A. also met from time to time with other societies such as the plant physiologists on whose section we depended for logistics and the phytopathologists and even fostered a broader kind of interaction in hosting a meeting of A.I.B.S. at Edmonton two years ago.

Our association began to express itself on important issues through resolutions from its annual meeting, and it participated with other biological societies in the Biological Council of Canada. Some of its sections undertook surveys and inventories which have contributed to the strengthening of particular areas of Botany in Canada. All of this, of course, is very well; and you undoubtedly find it satisfying and a source of pride in what has been accomplished. This is entirely justified and is as it should be; and I am consequently more than a little hesitant to introduce my next remark which may surprise you, may even anger you; but will, I hope, challenge you to think about it.

I may be all wrong about this, but over the past few months I have been troubled increasingly by the feeling that we are somehow running out of steam, or, to use another analogy, that the fuel in our tank is getting a little low. It is not a question of loosening too many members. Our membership at the present time is on the decrease but total and probably will exceed it before 1973 is over. It is certainly not that we are facing impending bankruptcy. On the contrary, our efficient, if somewhat puritanical, treasurer has kept us well in the black; and our financial position is one of solvency and then some. Nor is it rather that I sense some vagueness in our purpose and a general slackening of enthusiasm. This could be just a function of age—we aren't such a young society any more and perhaps some decline in vigour is inevitable. But some of our sections which were once full of fire and brimstone seem to have subsided to a warm if rather comfortable glow; others are spreading their wings with great promise never to get off the ground. Every year our members, or at least some of them, get together for a fine reunion made possible by the heroic efforts of a local committee; but then after a few days which are both instructive and enjoyable, we subside until the next one.

I know that this all sounds rather vague and general and it may be that I am just flagging a little myself, and see my own loss of excitement reflected from the broader scene. Certainly there are no very concrete signs of impending disaster. But on the other hand, if we are running a bit low on fuel, we certainly ought not to wait until the gauge reads empty before we take stock of our situation. This is why I am raising the issue now, even at the risk of being completely wrong in my appraisal.

There are, of course, a number of excellent reasons why botanists in Canada (and elsewhere for that matter) may be feeling somewhat dispirited in general, and perhaps particularly in their immediate concerns than the national organization which they joined with such enthusiasm in the salad days of the sixties. All around us we see evidence of reduced support for research or at least tighter restrictions and closer scrutiny of research spending and we are warned that this trend is not about to be reversed. Some of us have felt the pinch already. Suggestions are flying about from high-level sources that research activity, or at least the support for it, will be reorganized in the near future. If there are to be "centres of excellence" where support will be concentrated and if the emphasis is to be increasingly on "mission-oriented" research we are bound to feel the pinch already. It is not a question of being left out of the picture. I cannot imagine, even in my wildest dreams, that the University of Saskatchewan will become a center of excellence in plant morphology; and except for a few people like myself, I doubt that anyone in Canada would evince much zeal for a "mission" in plant morphology. Then too, the universities where many of us have made our careers are fraught with problems of
which the financial difficulties which are so much in evidence are only a part. We are faced with diminishing numbers of graduate students and those which we do have seem to have little prospect of finding positions commensurate with the training we have given them. Some of us may even be worried about the security of our own jobs. I was somewhat jolted recently when our Faculty Association felt constrained to outline rather elaborate procedures to be followed in dismissing tenured faculty who are no longer needed. Who would have thought even five years ago that we should ever come to this? It is only natural in times such as these that botanists should feel somewhat discouraged, wondering if it is all really worthwhile, and that they should have little time or energy left over from their daily struggles to devote to our national botanical organization.

But if the situation is viewed from a somewhat broader prospective, was there ever a time when we had greater need for a strong and effective botanical fraternity? If we felt the need to expand our organization in times of affluence, how much greater is our need in these days of poverty? I note that I have once again fallen back on Dr. Ludwig's term "fraternity"; and I recognize only too well that in the present climate such male, chauvinistic terminology is not acceptable and certainly will do our association no good. Since I do not wish to refer to our organization as a "sorority" (or remain) a member of C.B.A.? I can never get the individual wherever he may be, a community which can collectively decide where it stands on important issues and thus speak, when it does speak, with a voice of authority.

Perhaps you will agree that this is a noble idea, but certain you are asking yourself "How can it be accomplished?" Well, so am I; and I don't have an answer. But I do have a few ideas which I will toss out as suggestions to be mulled over in the months ahead.
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single paper if it is of great significance. In this we recognize scholarly work in Canada which has significantly contributed to the knowledge of plants in general and has brought wide-spread acclaim to our science in Canada. The second category of distinction is an outstanding career in teaching, research, administration or public service, or a combination of all of these, which has significantly influenced and advanced Canadian Botany. In this we accord recognition to the cumulative contributions of one who has served long and effectively in the development of our science in Canada.

Tonight we are going to award a Lawson Medal in each of these categories, a procedure which is in accordance with the original terms of reference; and the Awards Committee, whose work I want now to acknowledge with appreciation, has chosen two outstanding botanists whose selection will, I know, receive universal approval. It is entirely fitting that we should honor them in this way because they, by their outstanding work and dedicated service, have brought reflected glory upon all of us.

RECIPIENTS OF LAWSON MEDALS FOR 1973

Left: Mr. W.J. Cody who received the medal on behalf of Dr. Frankton. Right: Dr. M.W. Bannan.
A George Lawson Medal in Botany for notable contribution to the advancement of Canadian Botany, pour avoir contribué avec distinction au rayonnement de la botanique Canadienne, is awarded to Dr. Clarence Frankton.

After completing both his undergraduate and graduate studies at McGill University in 1940, Dr. Frankton worked in the field of plant physiology at Macdonald College until 1946. At that time he joined the Plant Research Institute of the Canada Department of Agriculture in Ottawa where, during the next 24 years until his retirement in 1970, he established a reputation as one of Canada's most respected botanical figures. In addition to his role as research scientist which he performed with great distinction, Dr. Frankton held a number of administrative positions in the Plant Research Institute, including that of Chief of the Weed Investigation Section, Chief of the Taxonomy and Economic Botany Section, Associate Director of the Institute, and Acting Director for a two-year period, all of which he filled with keen perception, sound judgement and gentle humour which won for him affectionate respect from all of his colleagues.

Dr. Frankton is a plant taxonomist with a special interest in ecology and plant physiology and he has brought his considerable talents to bear largely on the field of weed biology. His numerous publications attest not only to the magnitude of his research efforts, but also to the high quality and the significance of his work. To quote from a letter supporting his nomination "Dr. Frankton has shown the unique quality of blending pure research with research that is of great importance to the economic wealth of the nation". I would be remiss if I did not make special reference to his classic manual "Weeds of Canada" which is a standard reference for specialists and non-specialists alike.

All of this is certainly ample justification for the award of high honor to Dr. Frankton; but it only touches the surface of his real influence upon Canadian Botany. This influence is succinctly summarized in one of the letters sent in support of his nomination; and I cannot improve upon it: "I would like to emphasize Dr. Frankton's unselfish devotion of time and effort to provide direction and stimulus for the research projects of all who made contact with him, whether they were colleagues or non-specialists alike. The value of his contribution to Canadian Botany is only matched by his self-effacement in avoiding any public acknowledgement of his work". Many of you here tonight who have been aided and encouraged by Dr. Frankton will agree that it is high time such acknowledgement was made.

Finally, and as a further example of his tireless and selfless service, mention must be made of his role as Secretary-General of the IXth International Botanical Congress in Montreal in 1959. His "towering strength" as one colleague put it, and his long hours of toil before, during and long after the Congress, had much to do with the success of that venture and with the international acclaim which came to Canada as a result.

Unfortunately, Dr. Frankton was unable to be here this evening to receive his medal personally. With characteristic modesty he has written "I very much appreciate the award and am honored that the Association considers me to have made a useful contribution to Canadian Botany." I know that all of you will want to convey to Dr. Frankton your warm and affectionate congratulations.
CBA/ABC - TREASURER'S REPORT

Our receipts during the last year were $6,284.33 and our expenditures $5,939.82, an increase in assets of $344.51. Our net assets now total $4,502.89. Since we have already paid many bills that would normally be paid after the annual audit, we have had an unusually successful year financially. This is due in large part to reduced expenditures for executive travel. We have actually increased our support to other activities.

1973 membership has increased over 1972. At the time of the June 5, 1972 audit, we had 329 regular members and 67 student members. On May 23, 1973 our regular membership had increased to 345. Our student membership has unfortunately followed the trend of recent years, decreasing from 67 to 57.


STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL STANDING - 23 MAY 1973

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assets</th>
<th>Liabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balance:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savings acct.</td>
<td>2,619.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chequing acct.</td>
<td>1,883.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>4,502.89</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receipts</th>
<th>Expenditures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Memberships</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>3,351.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>287.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrears</td>
<td>52.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advance</td>
<td>41.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>3,731.75</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CJB subscriptions</td>
<td>1,416.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank interest</td>
<td>102.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royalties (ECF)</td>
<td>17.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank credit</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRC Grant for London Symposium</td>
<td>1,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total income</strong></td>
<td><strong>6,284.33</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balance last audit (5 June 1972)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receipts (5 June 1972-73 May 1973)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON LAND FOR WASTE MANAGEMENT

The Canadian Society of Soil Science is organizing an "International Conference on Land for Waste Management" to be held in Ottawa, Canada during October 1-3, 1973.

The purpose of the conference is to collect and disseminate information on waste disposal and waste utilization in soils, to evaluate systems of waste management on lands, and to identify the problem areas requiring research and development.

The programme will feature keynote speakers and will include volunteered papers, discussion and printed proceedings. The conference will take place in the Ottawa Conference Centre and will include simultaneous translations in English and French.

Requests for further information and instructions for submitting papers should be addressed to:
Mr. M. K. Ward, Executive Secretary
International Conference on Land for Waste Management
National Research Council
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OR6
from SCITEC Bulletin.

SECOND INTERNATIONAL ESTUARINE RESEARCH CONFERENCE

Cospnsored by the American Society of Limnology and Oceanography and the Estuarine Research Federation. Theme: "Recent Advances in Estuarine Research." To be held: Ocean Forest Hotel, Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, U.S.A. For pre-registration information, contact: William B. Cronin, Chespeake Bay Institute, RFD 7, Box 354, Annapolis, Maryland 21403, U.S.A., or Austin B. Williams, Systematics Lab, National Marine Fisheries Services, U.S. National Museum, 10th and Constitution Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20560 U.S.A.

THE FOWLER HERBARIUm

An exhibition showing the history of the Fowler Herbarium was on view at Queen's University, May 29-June 10, during the visit of the learned societies to Kingston. The herbarium was begun by Lawson in 1860, and contains large collections made by Macoun and Fowler. The exhibit was put together by A. E. Garwood and Adèle Crowder.
To enable operations to begin the following steps will be taken: first, definition of the scope and location of projects in the four proposed sub-programmes; second, identification of on-going activities related to the sub-programmes and definition of new activities that should be undertaken; and, third, determining participants and selecting proposals from universities, government agencies and other bodies.

Guidelines to the expected strategy, organisation and approach to the sub-programmes are given in the prospectus. Individuals or groups with research proposals which seem to be appropriate should get in touch with Dr. Roberta Picchette.

H. C. Duthie

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA

GRANT SELECTION COMMITTEES

The National Research Council of Canada, through the office of Grants and Scholarships, provided nearly 80 million dollars in grants for extramural research programs in 1972-73. The evaluation and subsequent recommendation for funding of grant proposals is performed by a number of Grant Selection Committees. Five committees presently constituted are directly concerned with the review and funding of biological grant proposals.

N.R.C. has indicated to the Biological Council of Canada that it would be receptive to nominations for these selection committees, and B.C.C. has asked member organizations, including the CBA/ABC to suggest nominations. The Executive Committee has decided to seek recommendations from the sections for suitable nominees and letters to this effect are being sent to sectional Chairmen. In preparing nominees for Grant Selection Committees, a number of criteria will be kept in mind:

1. A committee member should be an active member of the scientific community in Canada whose decisions regarding research programs are respected.
2. The individual Grant Selection Committee should show representation of the various sub-disciplines represented in that particular sub-section's area of responsibility.
3. A committee member will be responsible for both a major and minor field of study within the biological area of that Grant Selection Committee.
4. The committee membership should reflect the following criteria:
   a. geographical representation
   b. the industrial sector
   c. francophone and anglophone linguistic components
5. The committee membership should not have more than one member from the same department of an institution and care should be taken in the selection of nominees that there is not an undue duplication of effort by any one institution.
6. The committee membership should emphasize the importance of interdisciplinary orientation.

A brief curriculum vita should accompany each nomination. In addition to this data, reasons should be given why the person has been nominated for a particular committee.

PERSONALIA

Dr. William F. Grant, Genetics Laboratory, Macdonald Campus of McGill University, has been invited from Canada to participate in a Nobel Symposium, "Chemistry in Botanical Classification" to be held in August in Stockholm. Nobel Symposia are limited to 30 invited participants from outside Sweden.